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The Infinity Wallet is

BUILDING WEB 3.0

Infinity Wallet
ABOUT THE

The Infinity Wallet is the ultimate all-in-one non-custodial

multi-chain wallet and gateway for DeFi. Bringing a wide

range of unique features and advancements, as the only

wallet of its kind for desktop. Providing users with full

control of their digital assets, in an all-in-one access point

to the world of decentralized finance and web 3.0.

As a global digital asset gateway, Infinity Wallet provides

access to the entire DeFi/DApp/Game/NFT space and

more. The wallet has been engineered, designed and

crafted to the smallest detail, to provide all a user will ever

need, with a range of innovative features and a smooth,

secure and seamless experience for all users. Making

onboarding to crypto and decentralized finance easier

than ever.

https://infinitywallet.io/docs/Infinity%20Wallet%20Deck.pdf
https://infinitywallet.io/docs/Infinity%20Wallet%20Deck.pdf


Goals & Vision
We are on a mission to liberate global wealth and empower

people across the world to create a better future. By putting

the user first and providing safe, professional, innovative and

premium quality services & features for mass adoption to

provide people globally control anytime anywhere, helping to

improve every aspect of our daily lives.

Bring Solutions 
We aim to solve everyday problems, leading the

future of digital finance and web 3.0

Financial Freedom
Our vision is to bring financial freedom, to empower

everyday people globally.

Build the Future
We look to advance the future offering innovative,

professional and feature rich platforms and services.

Global Adoption
We envision a world where blockchain and digital

assets are used in every aspect of our lives.



Infinity Wallet Stats

150k+
Users

180+
Countries

$400m+
Held By Users

500+
New Users A Day

18
Chains Supported

#1
Web 3.0 Desktop Wallet



Browser-less DApps

Infinity Browser-less DApps

A Game Changer

ABOUT

The Infinity Wallet Browser-less DApps feature is specifically

designed to work with all decentralized applications and

platforms (DApps). Providing deeper functionality and

usability than any browser with extension wallet ever could,

further increasing ease of use and adoption of web 3.0.

Users no longer need to connect their wallet to a DApp via a

browser. Instead they can access every DApp at their finger

tips, directly within their wallet. With access to a range of

features and data, making use of DApps and the future of

web 3.0 easier than ever.

Instantly find and connect to DApps with maximum security,

and without the need to use a browser or switch and import

chains. Using our browser-less feature, the first ever!



MOBILE



Access Web 3.0
Browser-less DApps is made for any decentralized

application or platform that require a decentralized

wallet to connect.

Exchanges DeFi

Gaming Digital Art

SocialFi Metaverse

Limitless Other Decentralized & Web 3.0 Possibilities 



DApp Benefits
How this can benefit your DApp (DeFi, Exchange, Game, Marketplace or any other DApp)



Increase Adoption

Integration into the Infinity Wallet Browser-less DApps will allow your project to be found and accessed easily by tens of

thousands of active users, providing a vast amount of exposure to your prime user.

Increase User Retention
Increase the likelihood users return to your DApp, with always

open-tabs, recommendations, trending and favorites.

Gain Awareness
Grow your userbase and generate more leads easily, as a listed

DApp on a platform with a constantly growing userbase.

Your Prime User
Attract the exact type of user you are looking for, without any

research or large targeted marketing budget.

Boost Credability
By integrating into our premium platform your DApp can gain

a boost in credibility, leading to more adoption and use.



Increase Reputation & User Security

Users will no longer need to worry if they are visiting the correct domain for your platform. Browser-less DApps increases

user security and prevents phishing or scam attempts which are a massive issue seen today. Meaning you will be much

less likely to lose users to imposter sites, thereby helping to increase your reputation and user retention.

Protect Your Users
An Infinity Wallet integration ensures you take security

seriously, to protect users from falling victim to potential

scams or phishing attempts.

Higher Reputation & User Retention
Increase your reputation with less users being scammed,

leading to more recommendations and happy users that

continue to come back.



Onboard Users Quicker Than Ever

Make onboarding users to your project easier and quicker than ever. By using the Infinity Wallet, users have access to all

they need to start interacting with your DApp. Without requiring them to research and use multiple other platforms.

Cross-chain Trading &
Bridge

Fiat to Crypto On/Off

Ramp
DeFi Aggregator



User Benefits
Happy users make a successful DApp, don't let your users down!



User Benefits

No Browser Required
Removes the need to connect with a browser, or use a limited

browser based wallet to access decentralized platforms. With the

Infinity Wallet, users gain access to a wide range of unique

features directly supporting the use of web 3.0 in their wallet.

Instantly Connected & Ready To Go
Simply choose a DApp to use and it will launch, instantly

connected with your selected wallet. Removing any obstacles or

confusion around how to connect, switching chains or with

which wallet you are connected with.

Easily Find and Discover DApps
Users will be able to easily find a DApp for their every need,

directly within the wallet. As well as create their own list of

favorite DApps for regular use and receive recommendations.

Solves Complexity & Difficulties
Removes the difficulties that users face when using browser

extension wallets. Such as poor interfaces and user experience,

lack of onboarding features, limited chains and accessibility to

DApps making big leaps in web3 usability and easier adoption.



User Benefits

Multi-DApp & Multi-chain Support
No longer do users need to constantly switch between chains

when using DApps on different chains or have multiple wallets

for chains. With Browser-less DApps, users can have any amount

of DApps open across multiple chains, all at the same time.

Always Ready How You Left It
Users no longer have to re-open all their DApps and connect

with them again after a fresh startup. Now, when re-opening the

wallet, users can go back to their DApps just as they left them.

Increased Security
Users are targeted daily by phishing attempts and scams when

using DApps, this is a massive issue when using browser wallets.

With the Infinity Wallet, users can benefit from having a list of

official platforms ready for use and known scams blacklisted.

Enhanced User Experience
Users will have an overall superior experience, with a wide range

of web 3.0 features making a user's life easier, and a interface

designed for use by anyone. Removing time consuming and

technical learning requirements seen with blockchain usage.



Get Your DAPP Integrated
Join us today in revolutionizing web 3.0 accessibility and usability



Partnership
Integration
Collaborate with us and receive a free integration if

you meet the requirements.

If your DApp has more than 50,000 weekly active users, we will look

to integrate it for free. As long as you are open to the following

requirements:

If you are part of such a project and would like to collaborate with

us for the ultimate ease of use and adoption of your DApp in the

Infinity Wallet, make sure to reach out to us at

partner@infinitywallet.io

Add Infinity Wallet as a top connection option on your DApp;

Cross-announcement and marketing of the integration;

You are open to further collaborations between our ecosystem
and your own;

mailto:partner@infinitywallet.io


Integration
List your project to take benefit of all that the

Infinity Wallet has to offer you and your users!

Standard DApp listing is for a 1 year period, with options up to a

maximum of 3 years at an additional discount.

1 year - $4,000

2 years - $7,500 ($3,750 a year)
 
3 years - $10,200 ($3,400 a year)

Apply To Be Listed

By listing with us you can take your user reach to the next level.

Providing users with what they deserve, and gaining access to a

wide range of new users and onboarding features.

https://forms.gle/QAejx3aLQNwcpQ8X9


Requirements
If you meet our requirements apply now!

To integrate a DApp into the Infinity Wallet Browser-less DApps

feature, your project will need to meet the following requirements:

A stable platform/url that is operational;

The DApp is on one of the supported chains in the Infinity
Wallet;

There are no private key requirements/requests;

The DApp is not in violation of any laws or regulations;

The DApp does not conduct or incentivize any fraud;

The DApp will integrate Infinity Wallet connecting;



ADs & Promotions
Further grow your project with promotional activities and Ads

If interested Apply Here

https://forms.gle/8oBVTn3VT2ooU6fS9


Featured Banner 

Advertise your DApp via a banner at the top of the DApp page. Allowing you to really stand out from the crowd and

drive greater user growth/awareness.

Show a large custom banner for

your DApp.

The banner will link directly to your

DApp.

Monthly Cost: $3,500

Slots: 3 DApps

Duration: 1 month



Featured Category

This will allow a project to be featured in its respective category, providing increased awareness and growth as a

premium DApp.

DApp top position for its category

on all pages.

Links directly to your DApp.

Monthly Cost: $2,500

Slots: 1 DApp per category

Duration: 1 month



Featured Search Placement

Feature your project as a sponsored search result, allowing you to be found by hundreds of thousands of users every

time they go to search.

Shows your DApp across every

page in the search modal.

Links directly to your DApp.

Monthly Cost: $3,000

Slots: 1 DApp

Duration: 1 month



Native Push Notification

Allowing you to advertise to users via a Push Notification featuring your DApp. Helping you to get that extra boost of

awareness notifying thousands of users.

Pushed to all users that use Infinity

Wallet DApps within the 2 weeks.

Call to action to the DApp.

Cost: $6,000

Slots: 1 DApp ever 2 weeks

Duration: 2 weeks



Infinity Wallet
To discover more about the revolutionary Infinity

Wallet and its wide range of other unique and

innovative features making web 3.0 accessible and

easy for all, as well as its wide range of future

features, click to learn more below.

LEARN MORE ABOUT

INFINITY WALLET

LEARN MORE ABOUT 

LEARN MORE NOW

https://infinitywallet.io/docs/Infinity%20Wallet%20Deck.pdf
https://infinitywallet.io/docs/Infinity%20Wallet%20Deck.pdf
https://infinitywallet.io/docs/Infinity%20Wallet%20Deck.pdf


Thank you for your time and interest

partner@infinitywallet.io

JOIN US NOW

infinitywallet.io

mailto:partner@infinitywallet.io
https://infinitywallet.io/

